
People’s Pledge 
of

Glamorgannwg
Indigenous People

I, ______________________________, pledge to uphold the Constitution of Glamorgannwg by:

1. living with a balance of compassion and wisdom
2. understanding that our actions and words have consequences and treating others as we would wish ourselves to 

be treated 
3. acknowledging our own power by living our own truth and rejecting actions, words and deeds which could 

jeopardise our power
4. honouring the self-determination of other beings, societies, communities and nations
5. conducting all business, commerce and trade for the benefit and betterment of humanity in a fair and honest 

manner, carried out for an equal exchange of a mutually beneficial currency between parties, which could be 
anything of their choosing that offers value to all concerned, as long as the exchange is in alignment with 
Natural Law and causes no harm or loss to another

6. living in accordance with Natural Law, consciously considering the choices we make and the impact they will 
have on all of Nature, including ourselves

7. sharing resources, solutions, skills, experiences, talents, information and knowledge in order to assist and 
support each other in developing creative, dynamic and self-sufficient communities, nations and fellowships

8. settling disagreements between individuals, families, groups or communities via mediation, with arbitration only
taking place when mediation fails, handling matters fairly and in accordance with Natural Law

9. valuing everyone’s voices, regardless of their views, affiliations or identity, recognising that diverse variety of 
individuals creates the most vibrant and powerful communities

10. affirming to love not hate, build not destroy, heal not harm 

Please state if you have any personal amendments to the Constitution: ___________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Signed in agreement of the Founders of Glamorgannwg on this, the______ day of __________ in the year ________ 
in the land known as ______________________________

___________________

Autograph

Endorsed by: ___________________ ___________________

_____________________

(name)

_____________________

Founder

_____________________

Founder

In the presence of:

Witness 1: ___________________

In the presence of:

Witness 1: ___________________

Witness 2: ___________________ Witness 2: ___________________



Guidance on filling in the People’s Pledge:

I, _____PRINT YOUR FULL NAME____, pledge to uphold the Constitution of Glamorgannwg by:
1. living with a balance of compassion and wisdom
2. understanding that our actions and words have consequences and treating others as we would wish 

ourselves to be treated 
3. acknowledging our own power by living our own truth and rejecting actions, words and deeds which could 

jeopardise our power
4. honouring the self-determination of other beings, societies, communities and nations
5. conducting all business, commerce and trade for the benefit and betterment of humanity in a fair and honest 

manner, carried out for an equal exchange of a mutually beneficial currency between parties, which could be 
anything of their choosing that offers value to all concerned, as long as the exchange is in alignment with 
Natural Law and causes no harm or loss to another

6. living in accordance with Natural Law, consciously considering the choices we make and the impact they 
will have on all of Nature, including ourselves

7. sharing resources, solutions, skills, experiences, talents, information and knowledge in order to assist and 
support each other in developing creative, dynamic and self-sufficient communities, nations and fellowships

8. settling disagreements between individuals, families, groups or communities via mediation, with arbitration 
only taking place when mediation fails, handling matters fairly and in accordance with Natural Law

9. valuing everyone’s voices, regardless of their views, affiliations or identity, recognising that diverse variety 
of individuals creates the most vibrant and powerful communities

10. affirming to love not hate, build not destroy, heal not harm 

Please state if you have any personal amendments to the Constitution: _________Please use this space if you 
would like to alter any of the wording of your own Constitution to align with your own beliefs (e.g. ‘Connection
to God’ rather than ‘divine connection’)_____________________________________

Signed in agreement of the Founders of Glamorgannwg on this, the__1st__ day of __January_ in the year __2020__ 
in the land known as __YOUR TOWN AND COUNTRY_

__YOU SIGN HERE___

Autograph

Endorsed by: ___LEAVE BLANK___ ___LEAVE BLANK___

_PRINT NAME HERE__

(name)

___LEAVE BLANK___

Founder

___LEAVE BLANK___

Founder

In the presence of:

Witness 1: YOUR WITNESS SIGNS
HERE

In the presence of:

Witness 1: ___LEAVE BLANK___

Witness 2:
YOUR WITNESS SIGNS

HERE Witness 2: ___LEAVE BLANK___

* If you would like to, you can also place a seal (red thumb print) over your signature (use a red ink pad), but 
this is not necessary. 


